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1950s
Wife, Mother, Kitchen 

Ads in the 1950s most commonly
portrayed women as wives who are
completely controlled and influenced by
their husbands, cleaners who create the
perfect home, and an endless cooking
force who prefers to be in the kitchen.

1960s & 1970s
You've Come a Long Way, Baby 

Thanks to the Second Wave Feminist
Movement of the 1960s and 1970s, ads
shifted – slightly. A highlight during this

period is Virginia Slims’ “You’ve Come a Long
Way, Baby” campaign launched in 1968,

which specifically and unabashedly targeted
women. Every ad in the campaign put a

woman front and center, equating the use
of the product with being independent,

stylish, confident, and liberated.
 

1990s
Flipping the Script

The 1990s brought a change to the script. 
 The innovative Diet Coke Break campaign
starting in 1994 flipped traditional gender

roles on their head and in doing so became
a cultural phenomenon. While this flipping

of the script was very successful for Diet
Coke sales, the brand was increasingly seen
as a female-only or female-skewing brand. 

1980s
Superwoman

This marked a turning point in the world of
advertising as women were no longer
portrayed as being only good for household
duties, but also successful in other areas of
their life.  These campaigns attempted to
show a positive representation of women
but were unrealistic.  They created another
version of the ideal, and idealized, female.

As Women's History Month comes to an end, let's look at the history of how women have been
portrayed in advertising.  For most of advertising history, women have been expected to fill specific
gender roles - cleaning, cooking, and raising children.  Things have changed, particularly in recent

years - the differences between today and the 1950s are startling. 

2000s
Complex human beings

The 21st Century has diversified how
women are portrayed in advertising. 
 Dove and Always, for example, launched
high-profile campaigns taking gender
stereotypes head-on.  Women are
increasingly portrayed in wide-ranging
and stereotype-defying roles.
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Measuring the impact of gender roles in current advertising  
Today, there are many examples of brands using

females as their spokesperson; women being
more than the wife, girlfriend, and mother; being
equals if not better than men.  We see campaigns
with women at the forefront while targeting both

women and men.  We see mainstream brands
showcasing women in ways that would have been

rare or unthought-of just a few years ago.
 

How are consumers reacting?  
 

Below are three current ads from major brands -
P&G, Nike, and Amazon - which we believe

demonstrate this evolution in action.  We used
PSB's AdLab to test how impactful these ads

are with consumers - both male and female.
 
 

The reaction to this ad surprises – it works with
both genders and is even more powerful with
men. Both genders have positive reactions to
gender role portrayals in the ad and early funnel
scores are similar as well. However, late funnel
Persuasion is much stronger among men. This ad
is effective at getting men to be more likely to
seek out more information and purchase Nike
products.

"The Toughest Athletes" ad was launched by
Nike in mid-March. It illuminates the
correlation of sport and motherhood
through the lens of more than 20 mothers
across various stages of their pregnancy and
postpartum journeys. The ad launches Nike’s
first dedicated maternity collection, Nike (M).
Women are the stars here, with only one
man appearing briefly in the 60-second ad –
as a sparring partner for a female boxer.

Amazon's "Alexa's Body" was also launched
during this year’s Super Bowl. While
commenting on the Alexa's flawless design, a
female Amazon employee daydreams of Alexa
taking the form of the actor Michael B. Jordan.
She imagines herself in a variety of romantic
situations with Jordan. The woman interacts
(though in a dream) with the object of her
desire.

P&G | "Come Clean"

The ad scores well with both men and women
with only minor differences between the two
genders. Both men and women have a positive
reaction to how gender roles are portrayed in the
ad. They also describe the ad in similar terms –
relevant, relatable, togetherness, family. 

P&G's "Come Clean" aired during this year’s
Super Bowl and highlighted the company’s
Dawn and Swiffer brands. The ad implies
that women are carrying a bigger burden of
household chores and urges men to “close
the chore gap”, particularly during these
times when we are spending so much time
at home.

Nike | "The Toughest Athletes"

Amazon| "Alexa's Body"
The ad does well with men, and very well among
women. In particular, the ad is highly engaging for
female consumers and is still interesting to men.   

https://youtu.be/9Xy9T1Izh0w
https://youtu.be/_-5MGkUwe6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxNxqveseyI

